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PRICE FORMATIONIN SINGLE CALL MARKETS
BY TiMoTHYN. CASONAND DANIELFRIEDMAN1
This paper reportsa laboratoryexperimentdesignedto examinethe price formation
process in a simple marketinstitution,the single call market.The experimentfeatures
randomvalues and costs each period, so each period generatesa new price formation
observation.Other design features are intendedto enhance the predictivepowerof the
BayesianNash equilibrium(BNE) theorydevelopedrecentlyfor this tradinginstitution.
We find that the data support several qualitativeimplicationsof the BNE, but that
subjects'bid and ask behavioris not as responsiveto changesin the pricingrule as the
BNE predictions.Bids and asks tend to reveal more of the underlyingvalues and costs
thanpredicted,particularly
when subjectsare experienced.Nevertheless,observedtrading
efficiencyfalls below the BNE prediction.The results offer more supportfor the BNE
when subjectscompete against Nash "robot"opponents.A simple learningmodel accountsfor severalof the deviationsfrom BNE.
KEYWORDS:
BayesianNash equilibrium,experiments,auctions,learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

ECONOMISTS
HAVEALWAYS
PUT the price system at center stage but still lack of a

clear understandingof the price formation process. The traditionalprocess
theory is tatonnement,which assumes away the main problemsby positing a
benevolent auctioneer and numerous small (or nonstrategic)traders.In most
markets,activetradersare not especiallynumerousand seem to be quite willing
to exploit their private information.Benevolent auctioneers at best are an
endangeredspecies. How then do traderscome to agree on transactionprices?
Laboratoryexperimentalistshave studiedprice formationfor severaldecades,
and noticed rightawaythat the price formationprocessdependscruciallyon the
marketinstitution.Chamberlin(1948) found that transactionprices and quantities had little tendency to converge to competitive equilibrium(CE) in his
marketinstitutionof bilateralsearch.By contrast,Smith(1962)found rapidand
reliable convergenceto CE with repetition of the continuous double auction
(CDA) institution.The general question of price formationthus resolves into
three researchquestions.What are the relevantmarketinstitutions?What are
the equilibriumpropertiesof such institutions?And to what extent do human
traderscome to approximatethe equilibriumoutcomes?
'Financialsupportwas providedby the National Science Foundation(SBR-9223830and SBR9223461).We gratefullyacknowledgethe programmingsupportof AndrewDavis and Tai Farmer
and the researchassistanceprovidedby CarlPlat. We receivedhelpfulcommentsfromJohn Kagel,
Steve Williams,MarkVan Boening, and seminarparticipantsat Texas A&M, the Universityof
Houston,IndianaUniversity,and the EconomicScienceAssociationFall 1994meetings.We are also
very gratefulto the co-editorand two anonymousreferees,who helped us sharpenour resultsand
strengthenthe presentation.We retainresponsibilityfor remainingerrorsand omissions.
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The current paper is a laboratorystudy of the single call market (SCM)
trading institution, also known as the Clearinghouseor the two-sided sealed
auction. The SCM institutioncollects buyers'and sellers' offers (bids and asks
respectively)while the marketis open, and then clears the offers at a uniform
price when the marketcloses. The SCM is perhapsthe simplestviable market
institution and has the best developed equilibriumtheory. The SCM is used
extensivelyon organizedexchangesfor securitieswith insufficienttradingvolume to supportcontinuoustrading,and it is used on the NYSE and elsewhereto
set dailyopening prices.
Our laboratorystudyfeatures a randomvalues environment.Unlike the vast
majorityof marketexperimentsthat use stationaryrepetition,we induce value
and cost parametersfor buyers and sellers that are drawnindependentlyeach
trading period from announced (uniform) distributions.Thus we get a new
observationof the price formation process each period, rather than a single
observationspreadacrossmanyperiods.
Modem theoreticalanalysisassumeseach traderis fully awareof the strategic
value of her own privateinformationand knowsthe structureof other traders'
strategies. Such analysis seeks to characterizethe Bayesian Nash equilibria
(BNE) of the incomplete informationgame defined by the trading institution
and the tradingenvironment.Vickrey (1961) first used the BNE approachto
analyzeone-sidedauctions.Chatterjeeand Samuelson(1983)extendedthe BNE
approachto analyze two-sidedmarketswith a single buyer and a single seller.
Wilson (1985) and Gresik and Satterthwaite(1989) extended it yet again to
analyzeSCM markets.The most complete results to date appearin a series of
articlesby Satterthwaite,Williamsand Rustichini,surveyedin Satterthwaiteand
Williams(1993), and our experimentis informedprimarilyby that work.
Severalpreviouslaboratorystudies are relevant.Smithet al. (1982) compares
performanceof the continuous double auction market institution (CDA) to
severalvariantsof the SCM in a simple stationaryrepetitiveenvironment.Price
formationwas more rapid and reliable in the CDA but a multiple-unit,recontractingversion of the SCM had equivalent allocationalefficiency. Friedman
(1993) makes similarcomparisonsin laboratoryasset marketswith new private
informationeach period.Contraryto his priorexpectations,he found that price
formationis almost as reliable in the SCM as in the CDA.
The most relevantpreviouswork is Kagel and Vogt (1993) and Kagel (1994),
who also use a randomvalues environmentinformedby the BNE theory.They
find that the CDA institutionis overall slightlymore efficient than the SCM.
They focus on the impact of trader numbers in the SCM, and report that
efficiency increases with increasingnumbersof traders,but much less rapidly
than theory suggests. By contrast,our experimentfocuses on variationsin the
trading institution and on the role of trader experience, given a constant
moderate number of buyers and sellers. Our data analysis employs "payoff
space metrics"and Selten and Buchta's(1994) learningdirectiontheory as well
as more standardtechniques.
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We begin in the next section with a brief summaryof the BNE theory of the
SCM, emphasizing its testable implications. In Section 3 we describe our
laboratoryprocedures.The results are collected in Section 4. We find that the
data supportseveral qualitativeimplicationsof the BNE, but that subjects'bid
and ask behavioris not as responsiveto changesin the pricingrule as the theory
predicts.Bids and asks tend to reveal more of the underlyingvalues and costs
than predicted, particularlywhen subjects are experienced.Nevertheless, observed tradingefficiencyfalls below the BNE prediction.Althoughthe theory's
performancedoes not improvewith increasedexperience,the resultsoffer more
supportfor the BNE when subjectscompete againstNash "robot"opponents.
The reader might find the followinginterpretationuseful in workingthrough
the results.2Some tradersrespondcorrectlyto changes in the pricingrule, but
the strongertendencyis for tradersto underrevealtheir true values and costs at
first, even when the pricing rule makes full revelation a dominant (but not
entirely transparent)strategy. Over time, traders learn to reveal more fully.
Some tradersmay learn to make approximatebest responses to the empirical
distributionof bids and asks. But most traders learn to reveal more than in
BNE, perhapsbecause the learningprocess is biased. A simple learningmodel
suggests that traders respond much more stronglyto "missed"trades due to
underrevelationthan to adversepricingdue to overrevelation.Section 5 offers
some other interpretations,conjectures,and suggestionsfor furtherwork.

2. THEORY

The tradingenvironmentinvolves m buyers and m sellers. Buyer i's payoff
(or profit or surplus)is vi -p if she purchasesa single indivisibleunit of the
good at price p and is 0 otherwise(e.g., if she does not transact).Similarlyseller
j's payoff is p - cj if he sells a unit at price p and is 0 otherwise.The values v,
and costs Cj are privatelydrawnfrom known distributions.In our experiment
m = 4 and the values and costs come from independentdrawsfrom the uniform
distributionon [0.00,4.991.
The single call market (SCM) trading institution solicits a bid (or highest
acceptablepurchaseprice for a single unit) bi from each buyer i and an ask (or
lowest acceptablesale price) aj from each seller j. The demandrevealedin {bi)
and the supplyrevealed in {aj) then are cleared at a uniformequilibriumprice
p*. With indivisibleunits, there often is an interval[pl,Pp.] of marketclearing
prices, in which case the chosen price is (1 - k)pl + kp. where k in [0,1] is a
specifiedparameter.3
2This interpretationowes muchto the suggestionsof JohnKagel,a co-editor,and the anonymous
referees.
and Williams(1993)expressp* morecompactlyas (1 - k)s(m) + ks(m + 1) where
3Satterthwaite
s(i) is the ith smallestoffer in the combinedset {bi}u {aj}.
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FIGURE1.-Example price determination for three price rules.

Figure 1 illustrates the pricing rules for a specific draw of values and costs,
shown with solid lines. Traders reveal demand and supply through their bids and
asks, shown with dotted lines. The interval of market clearing prices is [pl, pa].
In the experiment we examine the three pricing rules denoted pl, p0.5, and p0
in Figure 1. These prices correspond respectively to the upper end (k = 1.0),
midpoint (k = 0.5), and lower end (k = 0) of the market clearing price interval.
To what extent should traders reveal their true values and costs? In general,
each buyer optimally reduces her bid below value (and each seller increases his
ask above cost) to the point that (i) the marginal loss from the reduced
probability of transacting just matches (ii) the marginal gain conditional on
transacting. Satterthwaite and Williams (1989) observe that effect (ii) is absent
in the SCM for sellers when k = 1, because then p* is always set by a buyer or
by a nontransacting seller. The same holds for buyers when k = 0. Hence full
revelation in these cases (aj =cj when k = 1 and bi = vi when k =0) is a
dominant strategy, analogous to the dominant truth-telling incentives in the
one-sided second-price (Vickrey) auction.
Other theoretical predictions arise from the Bayesian Nash equilibrium
(BNE) of the model. Figure 2 illustrates predicted risk neutral bid and ask
functions and suggests five qualitative hypotheses for the pricing rule treatments
k =0, k = 0.5, and k = 1.4 The first two hypotheses concern the qualitative
impact of k on the bid functions Bk(v) and Ak(c).
4For k = 0 and k = 1 the functionsgraphedin Figure2 are the unique smooth BNE (Williams
(1991)). For k = 0.5 the structureof BNE is more complex. Rustichiniet al. (1994) compute
numericallya familyof asymmetricsmoothequilibriathat is entirelycontainedin an open epsilon
neighborhoodof the symmetricbid and ask functionsgraphedin Figure 2 for k = 0.5. [Eyeball
interpolationof Figure5 in Satterthwaiteand Williams(1993) suggeststhat epsilon is less than 5
cents for our parameterization.]
The hypotheseslisted below collapse the family of asymmetric
equilibriato the symmetricfunctionsgraphedin our Figure2. This greatlysimplifiesthe exposition
and analysis,and shouldnot affectthe conclusionssince epsilon= 5 cents is negligiblerelativeto the
behavioralvariabilityin the data. AppendixA contains a separatejustificationfor Hypotheses1
and 2.
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1 (ShiftingBid Functions):For given v > $0.52, actualbidprices
HYPOTHESIS
are decreasingin k, i.e., BO(v)> B05(v) > B1(v).
2 (ShiftingAsk Functions): For given c < $4.47, actualaskprices
HYPOTHESIS
in
are decreasing k, i.e., AO(c) >A05(c) >A1(c).
For k = 0.5 the equilibriumbid function is B(vi) = vi for vi < 0.52, and the
equilibrium ask function is A(c.) = cj for cj 2 4.47, so the strict inequalities in
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Hypotheses1 and 2 for k = 0.5 do not applyfor these very low values and very
high costs.
For the remaining three hypotheses, it is convenient to use ratios that
summarizethe degree of value (and cost) revelationin actual bid bi (or ask aj)
given the pricingrule k and the actualvalue vi (or cost c): VUR =(vi-bi)lvi
is the Value Underrevelation Ratio and CUR' - (aj - c1)/(4.99 - cj) is the Cost
UnderrevelationRatio. These ratios representthe fractionof value discounted
in a bid, and the cost "mark-up"relative to the highest possible cost of $4.99.
These ratios are constantfor risk neutral subjectsin the BNE of the k = 0 and
k = 1 treatmentsbecause the BNE bid and ask functions are linear, and are
approximatelyconstantin the k = 0.5 treatment.
have
HYPOTHESIS3 (SymmetricStrategiesfor k = 0.5): {VUR??5)and (CUR?05)
the same distribution.
(SymmetricStrategiesfor Bids in k = 0 and Asks for k = 1):
(VUR?)and (CUR))have the same distribution.
HYPOTHESIS4

HYPOTHESIS5 (SymmetricStrategiesfor Bids in k = 1 and Asks for k = 0):
{VUR')and {CUR9)have the same distribution.

Hypotheses3-5 concernthe symmetryof the predictedbid and ask functions,
arising from the symmetricdecision problems for buyers and sellers in this
tradinginstitution.Full revelationis the dominantstrategyfor k = 0 buyersand
k = 1 sellers; Hypothesis5 is the weaker assertionthat revelation,whether full
or partial,will be the same in these conditions.The BNE bid and ask functions
reveal least for k = 0 sellers and k = 1 buyers; Hypothesis 4 is the weaker
assertion that the degree of underrevelationwill be the same in these conditions. Hypothesis3 for the k = 0.5 pricing rule is that the actual bid function
and ask functionwill exhibitthe same degree of underrevelation,whetheror not
that degree is the same as in the symmetricfunctionsin Figure 2.
Two qualificationsare in order, regardingrisk aversionand regardinglearning. The predictionsfor buyers'bids when k = 0 and for sellers'askswhen k = 1
are based on dominantstrategies and therefore hold regardlessof trader risk
preferences.The other functionsin Figure2 are based on the risk neutralBNE.
Bids above and asks below these functionsmay be consistentwith risk aversion
and BNE (Rustichini,Satterthwaiteand Williams(1990)). Since risk aversion
may play a role, the qualitativeHypotheses1-5 are useful supplementsto tests
of the risk neutral functions graphed in Figure 2. As long as traders' risk
preferencesinfluencebehaviorsymmetricallyfor the buyer and seller roles (as
impliedby the symmetryof the institution),the distributionof the underrevelation ratios should be equal because subjectswere assigned randomlyto each
role.
Satterthwaiteand Williams(1993) point out that tradersmighthave difficulty
in learningBNE strategies:subjectsmust learn to best-respondagainst opponents who are also learningand revisingstrategies,so opponents'strategiesmay
be noisy and unstable.Moreover,subjectseach periodobserveonly one point on
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opponents' bid and ask functions; they never observe the whole functions.
Following a suggestion by Satterthwaiteand Williams (1993), we employ an
experimentaltreatment to mitigate the learning problems. In some sessions
each subjectcompetesagainst7 "robot"opponentsthat are programmedto play
equilibrium strategies. So in this treatment the subject faces a stationary
problemwhich may aid learning.
AppendixA collects some mathematicaldetails for this BNE derivationto
make the present paper more self-contained,and includes a couple of minor
theoretical extensions. In particular,we show that the bid and ask ordering
summarizedin Hypotheses1 and 2 holds for a range of traderbeliefs, not just
BNE beliefs. We also derivebest responsesto fullyrevealing(or, "truth-telling")
opponent strategies, which we use in Section 4.3 to evaluate a mimicking
hypothesisfor the robot opponenttreatment.
A final methodologicalcommentmay be useful before presentingour experiment. The BNE theory we examine is internally consistent and prescribes
self-interestedbehavior that seems well within ordinaryhuman capacities. In
principle it should be possible to find some laboratoryenvironment,some
subject pool, training procedures,and experimentaldesign that will produce
behavior closely approximatingthe BNE predictions. But our experimental
procedures are not the result of a long search to find conditions that are
sufficientlyfavorableto verify the BNE theory. Rather we begin with standard
laboratoryproceduresand modifythem in a few ways that we believe a priori
will be favorable to the theory; e.g., using random values and costs and
sometimesusing robot traders.Our goal is not definitivelyto accept the theory
(a Popperian impossibility)nor to reject it (unlikely given the absence of
sophisticatedand explicit alternatives).Rather, our main goal is to assess the
strengthsand weaknessesof the currentbest theory.Failure to reject a prediction signalsa strengthof the theoryin organizingbehavioraldata.Rejectionof a
BNE prediction for our laboratorySCM data provides a clue on where the
predictivepowersof the theory mightbe improved.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The experiment consists of 19 separate laboratorysessions conducted at
UCSC, each with 30 or 40 tradingperiods. Subjectswere recruitedfrom large
lower divisionclasses in economics and biology. No inexperiencedsubject had
ever participatedin a previousSCM session. Subjectswere randomlyassigneda
computerand trader position, and instructionswere read orallywhile subjects
followedalong on their own copies. Four practiceperiodsprecededthe 30 or 40
trading periods. Including instructions,sessions lasted a little less than two
hours.Total earningsrangedbetween $5 and $30 per subjectwith an averageof
about $18.
Each session employed8 traders(withone exceptionnoted in Table I below);
the 4 buyers and 4 sellers could enter offers in each period. Values and costs
were induced in the standardfashion: each period t each buyer i received a
specified"resalevalue" vi, for a single indivisibleunit, and similarlyeach seller
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j received a specified cost c,1. If these traders transact at price p, then the
exchange surplus vi, - ci, is composed of the buyer's profit vi, -p and the
seller'sprofitp - cj,. These profitsaccumulatedin a computeraccountthroughout the session, and were paid in cash after the last tradingperiod.
At the beginningof the session all traderswere informedthat all values and
costs would be drawnindependentlyeach period from the discrete(roundedto
the nearest penny)uniformdistributionover the range [$0.00,$4.99].Before the
start of each tradingperiod, each buyer saw her own value for that period and
each seller saw his own cost, but no tradersaw others' realizedvalues or costs.
At the conclusion of the trading period each trader observed the bids, asks,
values, costs, and profits of all traders. We provided this complete ex post
informationto increase traders'opportunityto learn about their rivals'strategies. The instructions(available on request) provide additional details of the
proceduresand the operationof the marketprogram.
The experimentemploystwo treatmentvariables-the pricingrule and trader
experience.Recall that in the SCM each buyer submitsa bid knowingonly his
own value, and each seller submits an ask knowing only her own cost. The
computeraggregates(or "crosses")the revealedsupply(asks)and demand(bids)
and calculatesthe intervalof market-clearingprices. The pricingrule k determines which point in the interval is used. For k = 0, 1, and 0.5 the market
clearingprice is respectivelythe upper endpoint,lower endpoint,and midpoint
of the interval.
Traderexperienceis a compositetreatmentvariablewith five levels, including
the usual two levels of inexperiencedhumanopponents(8 inexperiencedhuman
traders) and experiencedhuman opponents (8 human traders who previously
had participatedin an inexperiencedhumantradersession).Followingstandard
convention, throughout the data analysis we refer to these two levels as
inexperiencedand experienced.The next two levels involve robot traders(i.e.,
computeralgorithms)programmedto use the BNE bid or ask functionsgraphed
in Figure 2; instructionsinclude the relevant graph. In the Nash robots treatment each humanis inexperiencedin any SCM marketand faces 7 such robots.
Strictlyspeaking,Nash robots is an individualchoice task intendedto overcome
the learningdifficultiescited above.The next treatment,whichwe shall refer to
as Nash experienced,bringstogether (in a true marketenvironment)8 humans
who had previouslyparticipatedin Nash robots sessions. For reasons discussed
below in Section 4.3, we includeda fifth treatmentcalled revealingrobots that
was identicalto the Nash robotstreatmentexcept that the robot buyersentered
bids equal to value, and robot sellers entered asks equal to cost.
A final aspect of the experience treatment deserves mention. All inexperienced sessions (robot and human)used the same set of value and cost draws,
and all experienced(robot and human)sessions used a second (different)set of
value and cost draws. This design feature eliminates a possible source of
variabilityacross sessions and enables us to make pairwisecomparisonsacross
sessionswith differingprice rules (k).
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Table I summarizesthe 19 sessions. The 13 inexperiencedsessions had 30
periods and the 6 experienced sessions had 40 periods. The eight traders
switchedtradingroles twice within a session, so that each could obtain experience facing the incentives of both sides of the market. In the 30-period
inexperiencedsessions, roles were switchedbefore period 9 and before period
25. In the 40-periodexperiencedsessions, roles were switchedbefore period 11
and before period31. The pricingrule k, the exact numberof buyersand sellers,
their human or robot status, and the possibility of role switches all were
announcedpubliclyeach session before trade began.
4. RESULTS
We reportthe resultsin six subsections.Section4.1 presentsmarketlevel data
such as overall trading efficiency and prices, comparing them to the BNE
predictionsand to the competitive equilibrium.Section 4.2 describes several
features of the bid and ask data that are employedin the subsequentanalyses.
Section 4.3 presents tests of the comparativestatic predictionsof the BNE for
the pricingrule k (Hypotheses1-2). Section 4.4 assesses the precisebid and ask
predictionsof the risk neutral BNE, and brieflyrelates the results to previous
laboratorystudies of one-sided auctions. Section 4.5 evaluates the symmetry
propertiesof the bid and ask behaviorimplied by the BNE (Hypotheses 3-5)
TABLEI
SUMMARY
OF LABORATORYSESSIONS
Session
Name

k
Treatment

kO-hum-1

k =0

kO-hum-2
kO-hum-3x
kO-rob-4
kO-hum-Srx
k5-hum-6
k5-hum-7
k5-hum-8x
k5-rob-9

k=0
k =0
k =0
k =0
k = 0.5
k = 0.5
k = 0.5
k = 0.5

k5-hum-lOrx

k = 0.5

kl-hum-ll
kl-hum-12
kl-hum-13x
kl-rob-14a
kl-rob-15
kl-rob-16
kl-hum-17rx
kO-rob-18
kl-rob-19

k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k = 1.0
k=0
k = 1.0

Opponents

Experience Treatment:
Experience

Label

Number
of Periods

Humans

None

Inexperienced

30

Humans
Humans
NashRobots
Humans
Humans
Humans
Humans
Nash Robots

None
vs. Humans
None
vs. Robots
None
None
vs. Humans
None

Inexperienced
Experienced
NashRobots
Nash Experienced
Inexperienced
Inexperienced
Experienced
NashRobots

30
40
30
40
30
30
40
30

Humans

vs. Robots

Nash Experienced

40

Inexperienced
Inexperienced
Experienced
Nash Robots
Nash Robots
Nash Robots
NashExperienced
RevealingRobots
RevealingRobots

30
30
40
30
30
30
40
30
30

Humans
None
Humans
None
Humans
vs. Humans
Nash Robots
None
Nash Robots
None
Nash Robots
None
Humans
vs. Robots
RevealingRobots
None
None
RevealingRobots

Notes: All markets involved 4 buyers and 4 sellers each period, whose values and costs were drawn independently from
the uniform distribution over [0, $4.99].
aSession kl-rob-14 employed only 5 subjects, each competing against 7 robot opponents. All other sessions employed 8
human subjects.
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TABLE II
TRADINGEFFICIENCY,BY TREATMENTCONDITION
Session or Benchmark

Competitive Equilibrium
Risk Neutral BNE
Zero Intelligence Traders [Mean]
[5th percentile, 95th percentile]
Inexperienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)
Experienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)
Nash Experienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)

k=0

k = 0.5

k = 1.0

100
98.0
33.1
[24.5,42.5]

100
98.9
33.0
[23.7,42.6]

100
98.6
33.6
[25.1,43.0]

83.3
(2.5)
92.4
(1.8)
96.6
(1.4)

87.3
(2.7)
91.4
(11.0)
92.2
(2.6)

83.9
(3.8)
85.0
(3.4)
91.9
(3.4)

Notes:All efficiencyvalues are the percentageof the maximumgains from exchangerealizedby traders.Zero
intelligence estimates are based on a simulationof 200 sessions for each k treatment.

and the overall level of value and cost revelationin traders'offers. Section 4.6
concludeswith a brief explorationof traderlearning.
4.1. MarketPerfornance
Tradingefficiencyis defined as the percentage of the potential gains from
exchange actuallyextractedby traders.Table II presents the realized trading
efficiency along with the risk neutral BNE efficiency prediction for each k
treatment and for each relevant experience treatment.SThe BNE sets a very
high efficiency benchmark,between 98 and 99 percent. In every session, the
traders fall short of that level. The inexperiencedsessions' trading efficiency
ranges between 83 and 88 percent, and with one exception the experienced
sessions' efficiencyranges between 91 and 97 percent. Efficiencydoes not vary
systematicallywith the k treatment.
Table II also presents an efficiency comparisonbased on a simulation of
completelynonstrategic"zero intelligence"tradingbehavior.Simulatedbuyers'
bids are randomlyand uniformlydistributedbetween 0 and their resale value;
analogously,simulatedsellers' asks are uniformlydistributedbetween their cost
and the highest possible cost draw ($4.99). This simulation exercise is not
intended to be a serious representationof trader strategies, but rather as a
second benchmark,polar to the BNE. Gode and Sunder(1993) have shownthat
such simple strategieslead to nearly fully efficient outcomes in the continuous
double auction,often exceedingthe efficiencyof marketswith humantraders.In
contrast,Table II demonstratesthat zero intelligencetradingbehaviorleads to
averageefficiencyof about 33 percent in the SCM. Realized efficiencyin each
session exceeds the 95th percentileof a sample of 200 zero intelligencesimula-5Tables II and III do not report the Nash robots or the revealing robots data because the 7 robots
in these sessions strongly bias overall performance toward the BNE or toward the competitive
equilibrium.
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tions, so we strongly reject the zero intelligence benchmarkfor market efficiency.

Table III comparesrealizedtradingprices to two theoreticalpredictions:the
competitiveequilibrium(CE) price intervalin Panel A (which is based on full
revelation of values and costs), and the risk neutral BNE point predictionin
Panel B. Firstnote in Panel A that the theoreticalBNE price lies withinthe CE
intervalin about 80 to 85 percent of the periods. The lower half of the table
indicates that observedprices are within the CE price intervalless frequently
than this BNE benchmark,but much more frequentlythan the zero intelligence
benchmark.In the inexperienced sessions, prices are within the CE price
intervalin about 40 percent of the periods.Prices are within the CE intervalin
more than one-halfof the periodsin the experiencedsessions.Overallit appears
that CE is not a particularlygood predictor of prices in this random values
TABLE III
PRICECOMPARISONS
RELATIVE
TOCOMPETITIVE
EQUILIBRIUM
INTERVAL
ANDRISKNEUTRAL
BNE
Panel A: Percentageof Priceswithin the CompetitiveEquilibriumPrice Interval

Session or Benchmark

k=0

k = 0.5

k = 1.0

Competitive Equilibrium
Risk Neutral BNE
Zero Intelligence Traders,
Mean
[5th percentile,
95th percentile]

100
85.3
17.3

100
79.4
19.1

100
86.8
16.7

[10.0,26.71

[11.3,27.51

[8.8,25.0]

46.7
[46.7,46.7]
52.6
50.0

45.0
[33.3,56.7]
57.9
71.1

36.7
[33.3,40.0]
50.0
52.6

Inexperienced
[Two Individual Sessions]
Experienced
Nash Experienced

Panel B: Mean Difference [Observed-BNEPrice]and Mean Absolute Deviationsfrom the Risk Neutral BNE Price

k=0
Session or Benchmark

k=0.5

Mean
Diff.

Absolute
Dev.

Mean
Diff.

k= 1.0

Absolute
Dev.

Mean
Diff.

Absolute
Dev.

0
0.51

0
0.31

0
0.63

RiskNeutral BNE
Zero Intelligence Traders,
Mean
[5th percentile,
95th percentile]

0
-0.26

0
0.63

[-0.57,
0.081

[0.44,
0.821

[-0.24,
0.321

[0.35,
0.671

[0.01,
0.631

[0.43,
0.86]

Inexperienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)
Experienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)
Nash Experienced Mean
(Std. Error across periods)

-0.17
(0.07)
-0.22
(0.05)
-0.34
(0.05)

0.43
(0.04)
0.30
(0.03)
0.34
(0.05)

0.11
(0.05)
0.01
(0.03)
-0.06
(0.05)

0.32
(0.03)
0.15
(0.02)
0.18
(0.04)

0.30
(0.07)
0.30
(0.05)
0.25
(0.05)

0.48
(0.05)
0.33
(0.04)
0.32
(0.04)

0
0.01

Notes: Zero intelligence estimates are based on a simulationof 200 sessions for each k treatment.
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environment,and its performanceimprovesonly slightlyas subjectsgain experience.
Panel B of Table III indicatesthat the mean absoluteprice deviationfromthe
BNE point prediction ranges between 15 to 48 cents, falling somewhatwith
experience.These deviationsare generallysignificantlysmaller than the absolute deviationsin the zero intelligence simulations.Average prices are always
greater than the BNE predictionin the k = 1 sessions, and less than the BNE
prediction in the k = 0 sessions. The same is true for prices in the zero
intelligence simulations.A possible explanationis that human traders do not
fully respondto the price rule treatment(certainlyzero intelligencetradersdo
not). Recall from Figure2 that BNE bid and ask functionsdecreasein k. Hence
expected BNE prices also decrease in k, and that could account for the
observedpattern of price deviationsfrom BNE. We now examine the bid and
ask data more directlyto deepen our understandingof marketperformance.
4.2. Bid andAsk Behavior:SomePreliminaries
Figure3 illustratesthe natureof the bid and ask data by showinga scatterplot
for session k5-hum-8x,a fairly typical k = 0.5 session with experiencedtraders.
The solid line in each panel representsthe full revelationbenchmarkbid = value
or ask = cost, and the dotted line indicatesthe (approximate)risk neutralBNE
bid or ask function.The open circlesrepresentthe 320 actualbids and asksby 8
tradersover 40 periods.
In Figure 3 (and in all other sessions) there is a strong positive correlation
between values and bids (and between costs and asks), and few tradersoverreveal by bidding above value or asking below cost. Nevertheless, there exists
substantialvariationin the bids and asks relativeto the simpleBNE bid and ask
functions.
Variationseems perhapsmore pronouncedfor very high and very low values
and costs. In such cases tradershave little incentiveto use (and little opportu5
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nity to learn) the BNE bid and ask functionssince the expectedprofitimpactis
so slight. For example,consider a buyer with value $4.50 in a k = 0.5 session.
She is very likely to transactat a price set by other traderswhether she bids 80
percent, 95 percent, or even 105 percent of value instead of 89.7 percent of
value as called for by her BNE bid function. For the same reason, low cost
sellers' expectedprofitsare insensitiveto their asks. At the other extreme,high
cost sellers and low value buyersare unlikelyto transacteven with a substantial
deviationfrom the BNE ask or bid, so their expectedprofitis at best near 0. (Of
course,they can expect to earn large negativeprofitsif they bid far abovevalue
or ask far below cost.) The choices with the greatest payoff consequencesare
the bids and asks for values and costs near likely CE prices, because here the
probabilityof transactingand the expected transactionprice depend sensitively
on the degree of revelation.Of course, BNE theory treats these mid-rangeand
extreme draws alike, in that the bid and ask functions everywherebalance
infinitesimaldifferencesin expectedpayoffs.
Severalauthorsrecentlyhave arguedthat it is useful to use a "payoffspace
metric"in assessingbehavioralregularities,i.e., to weight observationsby their
expectedpayoff consequences-see Smith and Walker(1993);Harrison(1989);
Friedman(1992);and Cox and Oaxaca(1995).Figure4 illustratesthe weightswe
have calculated for SCM buyers and sellers. We estimate the relative importance of each value or cost draw in terms of the expected loss from deviating
unilaterallyfrom BNE. Note that the most importantvalues,representingabout
two-thirdsof total expectedpayoff consequences,lie in the interval[$2.00,3.50]
while the analogousintervalof importantcosts is [$1.50,3.00]. In some of the
analysesbelow we weight each observationby its importance,and in others we
excludethe data outside the intervalsof importantvalues and costs.6
6We also conductedall the analyseswith unweightedobservations.The inferencesdrawnfrom
the weighteddata are often sharperbut are never inconsistentwith those drawnfrom unweighted
data. Details of the weightcalculationsare availableupon request.
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Our data stronglysupportthe conclusionthat bidding(and asking)behavioris
noisier when less expected profit is at stake. Define "behavioralnoise" as the
absolute value of the deviationfrom the estimated linear bid or ask function,
where this estimate is based on all the data (unweighted)and is calculated
separatelyfor each experience and k treatment.This noise measure is negatively correlatedwith the importanceweights in Figure 4 for all 8 data sets (4
experience treatmentsx 2 trader roles). Six of the 8 estimated correlation
coefficientsare significantlydifferentfrom zero at the 5 percentlevel (two-tailed
tests). The same conclusionalso holds for other definitionsof behavioralnoise
based on different summarystatistics(such as the underrevelationratios VUR
and CUR) and other measuresof choice variance.7
One other'general feature of the data analysisrequiresmention.Because the
same subject made a number of bids and asks, the independenceassumption
requiredfor-manystandardtests is untenable.Therefore,all significancelevels
and estimates in the parametricanalysessuch as Tables IV and VII are based
on a randomeffects error specificationto capturesystematicdifferencesacross
subjects.In this specification,the error term associatedwith each observation
has the form ei, = ui + s,', where ui is a random subject effect and ei, is a
standardi.i.d. error term. In our data the coefficient estimates change little
when using this error structure compared to the usual error structure

eit

=

eit;

however,standarderrors often increase substantiallyand an LM test typically
tests
rejectshomogeneityacrosssubjects.At times we also employ within-subject
that compare the behavior of each subject in the buyer role with the same
7In contrast,there is no evidence that behavioralnoise decreases for later periods within a
session.Kageland Roth (1992)reporta similarresultfor one-sidedfirst-priceprivatevalue auctions.
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PAIRED DIFFERENCESIN OFFERS FOR k TREATMENTS:OBSERVATIONSWEIGHTED
BY PAYOFF IMPORTANCE
Mean Ask Difference

Mean Bid Difference

SessionGroup
(1)
(2)

Risk Neutral
BNE
Inexperienced

(3)

Experienced

(4)

Nash Robots

(5)

Nash
Experienced

k=Obidk=0.5bid

k=0.5bidk= 1 bid

k=Obidk= l bid

k=0.5 ask- k=Oaskk=Oaskk= 1 ask
k=0.5 ask
k= 1 ask

0.26

0.29

0.55

0.29

0.26

0.55

-0.12
(0.034)
-0.06
(0.033)
-0.01
(0.047)
- 0.05t
(0.031)

-0.06
(0.045)
0.04
(0.035)
0.19*
(0.042)
0.09
(0.037)

-0.19tt
(0.044)
-0.02
(0.031)
0.18*
(0.041)
0.04
(0.031)

-0.12
(0.041)
0.02
(0.044)
0.11
(0.036)
- 0.09t
(0.035)

0.12*
(0.050)
- 0.11t
(0.055)
0.01
(0.038)
0.003
(0.032)

-0.01
(0.042)
-0.09
(0.036)
0.13
(0.045)
-0.08
(0.040)

Notes: Means (and standard deviations in parentheses) are calculated using the expected loss weights in Figure 4.
Significancelevels are based on the (individualsubjects) random effects error specification. Hypotheses 1 and 2 imply
positive mean differences, and *, **, and *** respectivelydenote significanceat the one-tailed 10, 5, and 1 percent levels
for positive mean differences.The same significancelevels for two-tailedtests are denoted t, tt, and ttt, and are appliedto
negative mean differences.

subject'sbehaviorin the seller role. Like the randomeffects errorstructure,this
within-subject-approachcontrols for systematicdifferences across subjectsdue
to personalcharacteristicssuch as risk preferences.
The random effects specification combines nicely with the experimental
design feature that the value and cost sequences are constant across k treatments, resultingin fairlypowerfultests. The within-subjectstests generallyare
less powerfulbecause of the small number of observationsfor any individual
subject, so the analysisfocuses on pooled data with the random-effectserror
correction.
4.3. Bid andAsk Behavior:Hypotheses1 and 2
Table IV reports a direct test of Hypotheses 1 and 2. It pairs the identical
value or cost draws from the differing k treatments,and presents the mean
difference in offers for each pair. The first row shows that in BNE the mean
shift in bids and asks is 26 or 29 cents in movingfrom k = 0 to k = 0.5 or from
k= 0.5 to k= 1, and is 55 cents in the overall move from k =0 to k= 1.
Traders' actual mean bids and asks never shift this much. Indeed, in the
inexperiencedand experiencedtreatments(lines 2 and 3 of the table) the shifts
often are in the wrong direction and occasionallyare statisticallysignificant.8
The Nash robots treatment produces shifts in closest conformityto the BNE
8Our research hypothesis is that the differences are positive, so the significance levels reported
for positive mean differences are based on one-sided tests. For negative mean differences we report
two-sided significance levels, testing the null hypothesis that the difference is zero against the
alternative that the difference is not equal to zero.
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predictions.Even here the mean shifts are at best 19 cents or 11 cents insteadof
29 cents, and at best the shift is significantat 10 percent level. Overall,the tests
show that humantraders,even when experienced,are surprisinglyinsensitiveto
the tradingrule k.9
We have confirmedthese resultsusingunderrevelationratiosin withinsubject
tests for the k = 1 and k = 0 sessions.For example,in a k = 1 session a subject's
VURin the buyerrole should exceed her CUR in the seller role. Parallelingthe
resultsof Table IV, the numberof subjectswith an orderingof medianVURand
CUR that is consistentwith the BNE is highestin the Nash robotstreatment(19
of the 29 subjects).The orderingof the two mediansis consistentwith the BNE
for about one-half of the subjectsin the other experiencetreatments.10'11
Table IV indicatesthat the predictedk-treatmenteffect receives the greatest
supportin the Nash robots condition. One explanationis that this treatment
9To complementthe matched-pairtests shownin Table IV we conductedKolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) distributiontests that the offer distributionswere different in the different k treatments.
These tests appearto have low powerin this settingso they rarelyrejectthe null hypothesisthat the
bids or asksin the differenttreatmentsare equal.This highlightsthe advantageof the matched-pair
tests. For the few cases that the null is rejectedin the K-Sdistributiontests, it is also rejectedby the
matched-pairtests. We also performedthese tests usingthe subsetof data fromthe finalone-halfof
each session. If subjectsrequireextensiveexperienceto learn the marketincentives,then support
for Hypotheses1 and 2 may only be present for the later periods of the experiencedsessions.
Resultsare similarin all cases, however,so these other data sets are not reportedhere.
l Tradersparticipatein two roles withineach session,so the null hypothesisof randombehavior
(or insensitivityto the pricingrule) would predictthat one-half of the subjects'medianswould be
orderedaccordingto the BNE prediction.One possibleartifactof this traderrole switchoverwithin
a sessionis a hysteresiseffect if subjectstry to applytheir experiencein one role improperlyto the
new strategicconditionsof theirnew role. We examinedthe periodsafterthe buyerandseller switch
for "anchoring"of strategiesto look for evidence supportingthis conjecture.Define an "early"
period as the first 4 periodsof the session, as well as the first 4 periods after a buyer and seller
switch.There is some weak evidence that subjects'underrevelationratios move towardthe BNE
predictionin the later periodscomparedto these early periods.In the inexperiencedand experienced conditions,the shift is in the directionof the BNE in 7 of the 8 cases (2 k treatmentsx 2
trader roles x 2 experience conditions). However, in the Nash robots and Nash experienced
conditionsthe underrevelationratiosshift towardthe BNE in only 4 of the 8 cases.
"A possibleobjectionto the direct tests in Table IV is that they do not accountfor the overall
linear functions
shape of the bid and ask functions.Tradersmight,for example,use approximately
to k. To investigate
whoseslope but not intercept(or interceptbut not slope) respondsappropriately
this possibilitywe also fit the followingregressionequationfor buyers(and an analogousequation
for sellers):
bit= ao + aIO5 + a2I

+ f3vit + fl3Io.5Vit +

2Ilvit + eit,

where bit is bid entered by buyer i in period t, vit denotes the value draw, and the indicator
variablesI take on a value of 1 for the k treatmentindicatedby the subscriptand 0 otherwise.The
,81 and (32 coefficients of the value and treatment interactionspick up changes in the slope
associatedwith changesin the k treatment,while the a, and a2 coefficientspick up shifts in the
intercept.The regressionresultsare availableupon request.As in the matched-pairtests of Table
IV, the best supportfor the theory seems again to come from buyers facing Nash robots, with
additionalsupportin the Nash experiencedtreatment.The fittedinterceptcoefficientsare too large
and the slope coefficientstoo low in the other two treatments,whichsuggeststhat tradersin these
treatmentstend to underrespondto theirvalue and cost.
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provides a stationaryenvironmentthat promotes learning,because unlike the
human opponent conditions the robots play known, fixed strategies.Another
interpretationof this result has more to do with strategicuncertaintythan with
stationarylearning environments.As emphasized by an anonymous referee,
merely knowing that all other traders are "rational"greatly simplifies the
trader'sdecision problem.This interpretationreceives some supportfrom the
observationthat the k-treatmenteffect becomes insignificantas subjectsmove
from the Nash robots to the Nash experiencedcondition facing other human
opponents(comparerows (4) and (5) of Table IV).
Yet another possible interpretationis that subjects tend only to mimic the
BNE strategiesof their robot opponents,ratherthan learningbest responsesto
these Nash robots.We conductedthe two revealingrobotssessions(indicatedat
the bottom of Table I) to test this explanation.In these sessions all 7 robot
opponentsenteredoffers equal to theirvalues or costs. As shownin AppendixA
the uniquebest responsefor riskneutralbuyers(sellers)is to underrevealvalues
(costs) by 20 percent when k = 1 (k = 0). The point is that best response
behavior is exactly the same with revealing robots as with Nash robots, but
mimickingbehavioris quite different.
The resultsprovideno supportfor the mimickinghypothesis.Behaviorin the
revealingrobotsand Nash robotssessions is statisticallyindistinguishable.When
pairing offers for -the identical value or cost draw, the (payoff importance
weighted) mean difference is about ten cents in the k = 1 bids and the k= 0
asks conditions;these are not statisticallydifferentfromzero based on the same
randomeffects error specificationemployedin Table IV. Similarto the Nash
robots results of Table IV, bids decrease as predictedwhen movingfrom k= 0
to k = 1 in the revealingrobots sessions. Asks, however,increasewhen moving
from k = 0 to k = 1 in the revealingrobots sessions.12Bid function estimates
similar to those discussed in footnote 11 provide very good support for the
theoreticalbest responsepredictionsin the revealingrobots sessions.
4.4. Deviationsfrom theRiskNeutralBNE
There are more direct tests for the risk neutral BNE model. Table VA
presents the difference in the offers from their risk neutral BNE predictions
separatelyfor each k treatment and experience condition. This difference is
distributed asymmetricallyand includes a number of outliers arising from
offers (i.e., very low (high)bids (asks)when the value (cost) drawis
"throwaway"
relativelylow (high)).Therefore,we employthe medianas a measureof central
tendencyand the distancebetween the first and thirdquartilesas the dispersion
measure.
12Althoughit does not bear directlyon the mimickinghypothesis,we should mention that the
k = 1 asks in the two differentrobotopponenttreatmentsare significantlydifferent.Recall that full
revelationis the dominantstrategyfor these sellers. Yet in the revealingrobots k = 1 session asks
are on average28 cents higherthan in the Nash robots k = 1 session.
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TABLE VA
MEDIAN DEVLATIONSFROMRISKNEUTRAL BNE BIDS AND ASKS:
HIGH EXPECTEDLOSSESSUBSAMPLE
Median (Ask-BNEAsk)

Median(Bid-BNE Bid)
ExperienceCondition

Inexperienced
Experienced
Nash Robots
Nash Experienced

k= 0

k= 0.5

k= 1

k= 0

k= 0.5

k= 1

-0.33***
(0.59)
-0.10***
(0.21)
-0.14***
(0.24)

0.09**
(0.27)
0.17***
(0.26)
0.07
(0.31)
0.24***
(0.13)

0.38***
(0.22)
0.42***
(0.23)
0.29***
(0.38)
0.43***
(0.13)

- 0.36***
(0.39)
-0.41***
(0.29)
- 0.40***
(0.54)
- 0.53***
(0.11)

-0.01
(0.58)
-0.16**
(0.37)
-0.18
(0.42)
-0.23***
(0.10)

0.13***
(0.49)
0.13***
(0.48)
0.12***
(0.42)
0.01***
(0.04)

- 0.01**

(0.09)

Notes: The interquartilerange (Q3-Q1) is shown in parentheses to measure dispersion.Data are reported for the value
and cost drawswith the greatest expected losses from suboptimaloffers: values in [$2.00,$3.50],and costs in [$1.50,$3.00].
Two-tailedmedian tests of the null hypothesis that the median difference equals zero: *** denotes significantlydifferent
from zero at 1 percent;** denotes significantlydifferent from zero at 5 percent;* denotes significantlydifferent from zero
at 10 percent.

Table VA sharpenssome inferences regardingdeviationsfrom the BNE bid
and ask functions. The most striking finding here is that in every case, the
median deviationis significantlynegativefor k = 0 and significantlypositive for
k = 1. That is, buyers and sellers offer above the low predictionsof the k = 1
BNE and offer below the high predictionsof the k= 0 BNE. Mediandeviations
for k = 0.5 are sometimessignificantand are positive for bids and negative for
asks. The median deviationmoves towards0 with increasingexperiencein the
dominant strategyfull revelation cases (k = 0 bids and k = 1 asks), but elsewhere shows no clear trend.13
This movementtowardthe dominantstrategypredictionwith increasedexperience is encouraging,because this predictionis more basic than the nondominant BNE predictions. The rate at which offers conform to the dominant
strategy is also similar to results from previous one-sided dominant strategy
second-priceauctions with independentprivate values. For example, inexperienced subjectsin the second-priceauctionsreportedin Kagel and Levin (1993)
bid within 5 cents of value about 30 percent of the time. Our inexperienced
subjects offer within 5 cents of the dominant strategy prediction about 33
percent of the time. For our experiencedsubjectsthis frequencyincreasesto 54
percent.
In some other respectsthese bid and ask results are reminiscentof results in
the extensive experimentalliterature on one-sided sealed bid auctions; see
distribution tests of the hypothesis that the observed and BNE offer
13Kolmogorov-Smirnov
distributions are equal generally agree with the median tests of the table: they sometimes do not
reject the BNE when k = 0.5, but they do reject the BNE when k = 1 or k = 0. We would prefer to
conduct these tests using a random effects error structure as employed above, but this parametric
error structure cannot be readily incorporated into nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov and median
tests.
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Kagel (1995) for a survey.Kagel and Levin (1993) reportfirst-priceand secondprice independentprivatevalue auction results that are similarto many other
studies;their results are particularlyuseful for the present comparisonbecause
in their parameterizationthe risk neutral BNE predictionsare almost identical
to ours. Specifically,the predictedVUR= 0.20 (i.e., the BNE bid is 80 percentof
value) for their first price N = 5 buyer treatmentand for our k = 1 buyer (and
k = 0 seller) treatment;and the predictedVUR= 0.10 for their firstprice N = 10
buyer treatment,which is essentiallythe same for our k = 0.5 buyer and seller
treatments.Of course the dominant truth-tellingstrategy VUR= 0 applies to
their second price treatmentsas well as to our k = 0 buyer (and k = 1 seller)
treatments.
Similarto our resultsbut contraryto theoreticalpredictions,Kagel and Levin
(1993) find positive and significantinterceptsfor their bid function estimatesin
both first-priceand second-priceauctions (see their Table 2).14 However,their
bid function slope estimates are (a) consistentwith theory in the second-price
auctionand (b) greaterthan the theoreticalpredictionin the first-priceauction.
Our correspondingslope point estimates are too low in 17 of the 24 cases (3
k-treatmentsx 2 trader roles x 4 experience conditions), and are almost uniformly too low in the inexperiencedand experienced conditions. Kagel and
Levin (1993) also find a significantshift in the estimatedfirst-pricebid function
slope when increasing N from 5 to 10 that is consistent with the BNE
comparativestatic prediction.Our results shown in Table IV and offer function
estimates (see footnote 11) provideless supportfor BNE bid and ask function
shifts in response to changes in the price rule k.
4.5. Testsof RevelationHypotheses3-5
The remaininghypothesesconcern the predictedsymmetryin value and cost
revelationfor the different k treatments.The summarystatisticswe employfor
the amountof underrevelationin the differenttreatmentsare the underrevelation ratios VURand CUR definedin Section 2. The mean is a poor indicatorof
central tendency for the ratios because of a substantialnumber of outliers,
particularlywhen the denominatorof these ratios is small. Hence we reportthe
median as the measure of central tendency,and use the interquartilerange to
measuredispersion.We employtwo-sampletests of the null hypothesisthat the
medians are equal, as well as Kolmogorov-Smirnov(K-S) tests of the null
hypothesis that the distributionsare equal, and restrict the sample to the
"important"observationswith the greatest expectedpayoff consequences.
The resultsreportedin Table VI point to severalconclusions.First,Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 all are generallyconsistent with the data. Hypothesis3 is that
14Other studies have also found positive bid function intercepts in first-price auctions. Cox et al.
(1988) provide some theoretical justification for nonzero bid function intercepts in this context based
on buyers' (nonmonetary) utility of winning the auction and a minimum potential income threshold
for nonzero bids.
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TABLE VB
MEDIAN DEVIATIONSFROMEMPIRICALBEST RESPONSE(EBR) BIDS AND ASKS:
HIGH EXPECTEDLOSSESSUBSAMPLE
Median(Bid-EBR Bid)
Experience Condition

Inexperienced
Experienced
Nash Experienced

k = 0.5

k= 1

0.02
(0.25)
0.15*
(0.26)
0.24***
(0.11)

0.19***
(0.23)
0.19***
(0.20)
0.35***
(0.16)

Median(Ask-EBRAsk)
k= 0

-0.11***
(0.35)
-0.22***
(0.29)
-0.46***
(0.11)

k = 0.5

0.03
(0.61)
-0.12**
(0.39)
-0.24***
(0.13)

Notes: The interquartile range (Q3-Q1) is shown in parentheses to measure dispersion. Data are
reported for the value and cost drawswith the greatest expected losses from suboptimaloffers: values in
[$2.00,$3.50],and costs in [$1.50,$3.00].Two-tailed median tests of the null hypothesis that the median
difference equals zero: *** denotes significantlydifferent from zero at 1 percent;** denotes significantly
different from zero at 5 percent;* denotes significantlydifferent from zero at 10 percent.

buyersand sellers underrevealto the same degree when k = 0.5. Althoughthe
median underrevelationis alwaysbelow the predictedvalue of 9.4 percent, the
p-values in the thirdcolumnshow that we never come close to rejectingthe null
hypothesisthat the medians are the same for buyers as for sellers.15The K-S
test rejects the equal distributionnull in the inexperiencedtreatment,but at
only the p = 10 percentsignificancelevel. Hypothesis4 is that k = 0 sellers and
k = 1 buyersunderrevealto the same (theoreticallymaximal)degree. We reject
the hypothesis only in the Nash experienced treatment, and even here the
economicdifferenceis ratherslight (2.1 percentversus0.5 percent underrevelation, both far below the predicted20 percent). Hypothesis5 is that the k = 0
buyers and k = 1 sellers underrevealto the same degree (theoretically0). The
hypothesisis rejected at the p = 10 percent level in the inexperiencedtreatment, and the K-S test rejects the equal distributionnull in the experienced
treatmentat the p = 5 percent level. However,the economic difference in the
experiencedtreatment(4.4 percentversus 6.1 percent) is also quite small.16
Perhapsthe supportin Table VI for Hypotheses3-5 arises mainlyfrom the
low power of the tests. If so, the tests should detect no impact for other
treatmentssuch as experience.The middle and bottom rows of the table show
otherwise.Of the 12 cases (3 k-treatmentsx 2 pairsof experienceconditionsx 2
tradertypes) the median underrevelationdeclines with experiencein 11 cases.
Nine of the median tests and nine of the K-S tests are significantat the 10
percent level. The majorityof cases are significantat the 5 percent level.
15Awithin-subjecttest for the k = 0.5 treatmentthat buyerand seller strategieswere symmetric
leads to a similarconclusion.An F-test that the bid functionand ask functionare symmetric(where
asks and costs are appropriatelytransformedto (4.99-ask)and (4.99-cost)to implysymmetrywith
respect to the bid function) fails to reject at the 5 percent level the symmetry null hypothesis for 29
of the 40 subjects.
16The median underrevelation ratios range between 0.035 and 0.064 in the revealingrobots
sessions, and none are significantly different from the comparable Nash robots sessions.
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The decline of underrevelationwith experienceis an importantfindingin its
own right.For the cases coveredin Hypothesis5, the implicationis that traders'
behaviorcomes ratherclose to the BNE benchmarkwith experience.Indeed, in
the "best"experiencetreatmentin line (4), the table showsmedianunderrevelation of less than 1 percent, very close to the predictedfull revelation.For the
other cases (coveredby Hypotheses3 and 4) the move towardsfull revelationis
equally strong. Of course, in these cases the move is away from BNE, not
towardsit.17
For a while we entertainedthe followingpotential explanationof our results.
A few tradersirrationallyoverrevealtheir values or costs, and then most other
tradersrationallyoverrevealin response.We encounteredboth theoreticaland
empiricaldifficultiesas we examinedthe explanation.The theoreticaldifficulty
is that (contraryto our intuition) bids are not strategic complementsin the
SCM. Proposition 1 of Appendix A shows that with pricing rule k, the best
responseto truth-tellingis VUR= k/(4 + k), which(as indicatedin the firstline
of Table VI) is essentiallythe same as the best response to BNE behaviorby
other traders. Proposition 2 of Appendix A shows that in general the best
responsedependson somethinglike the Mills ratio for the offer distribution,not
on the degree of underrevelationper se.
The theoreticalproblemis not insurmountablebecause the best response to
the empiricaldistributionof bids and asks might still turn out to involve about
the same degree of underrevelationas we actuallyobserved.For each sessionwe
calculatedthe degree of underrevelationin the empiricalbest response(EBR).18
Table VB comparesactual bids and asks to the EBR strategiesusing the same
formatand conventionsas Table VA uses for BNE strategies.It omits the cases
where EBR coincideswith BNE because the strategyis dominant(firstand last
columnsof Table VA) or because the empiricaldistributionis fixed (the Nash
robotsrow of Table VA). The mediandeviationsreportedin Table VB generally
have the same sign as those in Table VA and typicallyare smaller in absolute
value, so the empiricalbest responseexplanationgoes in the rightdirection.But
quantitativelyit is inadequate.ReplacingBNE in Table VA by EBR in Table
VB reduces the median deviation consistentlyonly in the inexperiencedsessions, and perhapsnot at all in the Nash experiencedsessionswhere the impact
would be expected to be strongest. Moreover, the Tables VA and VB have
17Nashexperiencedtradersare closest to full revelation,significantlycloser than experienced
tradersfor k = 0 and k = 1 asks.(This statementis based on a matched-pairanalysis(for identical
cost draws)using importanceweights and a subject randomeffects error specification.)We are
un&bleto explainthis difference,althoughit suggeststhat the type of traderopponentexperience
influenceslearningand thereforesubsequentbehavior.
18Thiscalculationinvolvedthree steps:(i) fit the empiricaldistributionsof bids and asks with a
fourth-orderpolynomial;(ii) draw 10,000 sets of seven "other"bids and asks from this fitted
empiricaldistribution;and (iii) calculatethe best response to this simulateddistributionof rival
offers. We carriedout this approximationseparatelyfor each laboratorysession. Details appearin
AppendixB. While our procedureis based on a simulationand does not provideexact results,we
believe that sensiblealternativeprocedureswouldproducesubstantiallythe same results.
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essentially the same pattern of significantdeviations. We conclude that, although some traders might be making approximatebest responses to the
empiricaldistribution,most tradersdo not. In the most relevantconditions,the
median traderreveals significantlymore than prescribedby either her EBR or
her BNE strategy.19

4.6. LeamingDirectionTheoryand theMovement
TowardIncreasedRevelation
It is worth noting that when pooling across subjectsthe underrevelationratio
distributionssummarizedabove in Table VI are generallyunimodaland skewed
toward positive values. However, the distributionof median underrevelation
ratioswhen calculatedseparatelyfor each subjectis often bimodal.A numberof
subjects cluster around full revelation,while another group of subjects'ratios
fall in the range of 10 to 25 percent underrevelation.The following analysis
demonstratesthat subjectstend to migrateto the full revelationgroup as they
obtain experience.
Define a "high revelation"subject as one who has a median underrevelation
ratio less than 10 percent, and a "low revelation"subject as one who has a
median underrevelationratio greater than or equal to 10 percent. The number
of low revelation subjects falls significantlywith experience. For the k = 0.5
treatment, 46 percent of the 48 inexperiencedsubjects are classified as low
revelation,while only 16 percent of the 32 experiencedsubjectsare classifiedas
low revelation. This difference is significant at one percent (chi-squared(1
d.f.) = 7.84). For the k = 1 buyers and k = 0 sellers (in which BNE predicts an
underrevelationratio of 20 percent),48 percentof the 61 inexperiencedsubjects
and 16 percent of the 32 experiencedsubjects are classifiedas low revelation.
This difference is also significantat one percent (chi-squared(1 d.f.) = 9.22).
Finally,for the k = 0 buyersand k = 1 sellers (with zero underrevelationas the
dominantstrategy),44 percent of the 61 inexperiencedsubjectsand 22 percent
of the 32 experiencedsubjectsare classifiedas low revelation.This differenceis
significantat five percent (chi-squared(1 d.f.) = 4.54). Therefore,we conclude
that a substantialnumber of subjects increase their value and cost revelation
with increasedexperience,which leads to the movementtowardgreater revelation for the sample overall.
The data also provideevidence that subjectsobtain more profitin this setting
when they reveal more of their values and costs. Define the profitperformance
19Resultson individualsubjectspresentedin AppendixB also supportthis same conclusion.Most
individualsubjects overrevealcomparedto EBR for bids with k = 1 and asks with k = 0, and
underrevealcomparedto the dominantstrategyof full revelationfor bids with k = 0 and askswith
k =1. Individualsubjects'offers are more evenly distributedabove and below the EBR in the
intermediatecase of k = 0.5, exceptin the Nash experiencedconditionwhereoverrevelationrelative
to EBR is muchmore commonthan underrevelation.
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of each subject as his actual profit divided by his profit at the competitive
equilibriumbenchmark.The correlationbetween profitand median underrevelation ratio is -0.41 for experiencedsubjects,which is significantlydifferent
from zero at better than one percent. This implies that those subjects who
revealed more of their values and costs earned more profit on average,which
could be one reason that value and cost revelationincreasedwith experience.It
also suggests that those traderswho underrevealfail to identify the optimum
and underrevealedtoo much.
More direct insightinto the surprisingresult that increasingexperienceleads
to greater revelation-even when this is contraryto the BNE predictions-is
providedby a brief explorationof traders'adjustmentprocess. We begin with
Selten and Buchta's(1994) "directionallearningmodel"for single-sidedsealed
bid auctions,which is easily adaptedto the SCM.The basic idea is that traders
who missed a profitabletradingopportunitydue to (ex post) excessiveunderrevelation will revealmore the next time, and traderswho transactedat a price less
favorable than the (ex post) optimum will reveal less next time. The model
makes no predictions for the event that the market "outpriced"the buyer
(seller) with a clearingprice above value (below cost).
Table VII tests this directional learning idea after subsetting to the most
important bid and ask data. In keeping with the naive nature of ex post
reasoning, column (1) looks at the event that the trader missed a profitable
TABLE VII
IMMEDIATEOFFER RESPONSESTO PREVIOUSMARKETOUTCOMES
PreviousMarketOutcome:
Missed
Profitable
Trade
(1)

Affected
MarketPrice
(2)

Dependent Variable:Change in UnderrevelationRatio
Value of Lost
Surpluswhen
Affecting
MarketPrice

Intercept

R2

Observations

-0.164***
(0.031)

0.091
(0.065)

-0.006
(0.007)

0.11

275

-0.190***
(0.039)

0.045
(0.032)

-0.002
(0.005)

0.10

263

- 0.338***
(0.092)

0.897
(0.874)

0.002
(0.018)

0.10

173

-0.181***
(0.040)

0.018
(0.019)

-0.004
(0.004)

0.05

262

Value of Lost
Surpluswhen
Missing
ProfitableTrade

Inexperienced

increase
revelation/
total cases

42/54
(p < 0.001)

increase
revelation/
total cases

23/31
(p = 0.003)

increase
revelation/
total cases

57/67
(p < 0.001)

increase
revelation/
total cases

14/14
(p < 0.001)

22/40
(p = 0.486)

Experienced
19/52
(p = 0.027)

NashRobots
7/13
(p = 0.343)

NashExperienced
28/52
(p = 0.789)

Notes: Data are reportedfor the value and cost drawswith the greatest expected losses from suboptimaloffers: values in
[$2.00,$3.50],and costs in [$1.50,$3.00].The p-values on the left side of the table are based on Fisher's Exact Test (Null
Hypothesis:The change in value or cost revelation is independentof the indicated previous market outcome.) Regression
results on the right side of the table are estimated using GLS with a randomeffects error specificationei, = ui + il, with
subjectsas the randomeffect, and are adjustedto correct for significantfirst-orderserial correlation.Standarderrorsare in
parentheses.
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tradingopportunitywhen price was below value (above cost) for a buyer(seller)
who did not transact.20Column(2) examinesthe event that a traderadversely
affectedthe price. For example,a transactingbuyerbid too high (ex post) if she
is on the margin(thus affecting the clearing price) and could have entered a
lower successfulbid to lower the price she paid. We see from column (1) that
traders indeed are much more likely to increase than decrease (or leave
constant)the degree of revelationafter missinga profitabletrade. On the other
hand,column(2) showsthat the evidence at best is mixedthat they are likelyto
decrease revelationafter adverselyaffectingprice.
To estimate the strength of the effects, we move from Selten and Buchta's
binaryvariables(the event occurredor not, and revelationincreasedor not) to
continuousvariablesmeasuringthe ex post lost profit in each event and the
change in underrevelation.The rightside of Table VII showsthat missedtrades
have a very statistically(and economically)significantimpact on underrevelation. The negative coefficients are appropriate;they imply that when traders
miss a profitable trade they reveal more (significantlyreduce the degree of
underrevelation)on the next (important)opportunity.The coefficientsfor adversely affectingprice also have the appropriatesign, but are statistically(and
often economically)insignificant.These statementshold about equallywell for
each experiencetreatment.Thus we find evidence of an asymmetryin traders'
learningprocess that pushes them towardtruth-telling.
Tradingefficiency increases if traders' bids and asks reveal more of their
underlyingvalues and costs, and the results indicate the subjects tend on
average to reveal more of their values and costs than predicted by the risk
neutralBNE. It may therefore seem difficultto reconcile this "over-revelation"
result with the earlier result shown in Table II that efficiencyfalls below the
BNE benchmark.However,efficiencysuffersprimarilybecause of the subset of
"low revelation"traders who tend to underrevealtoo much. Overall trading
efficiencycan easily fall below 90 percent if only one or two of the eight traders
frequentlyunderrevealtheir values or costs more than the BNE suggests, and
consequentlymiss out on profitabletrades. Most sessions includedat least one
such trader.
5. CONCLUSION

Our goal in this laboratorystudy has been to evaluate the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium(BNE) as an explanationof price formationin the single call market
(SCM).The experimentaldesign includesa numberof featuresintendedto give
the theory its "best shot" at organizingthe data, and the results identifysome
strengths and some weaknesses of BNE. The SCM institution guarantees a
unified price each period, and the prices and marketefficiencywe observe are
20Amoresophisticateddefinition,whichdiffersin a few marginalcases for k < 1 buyersand k > 0
sellers,is that (giventhe other 7 bids and asks)there is a bid (ask) the nontransactingbuyer(seller)
could have made that would have been profitableeven allowingfor its effect on price. Results are
verysimilarwhen usingthis alternativedefinition.
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closer to the BNE predictionsthan they are to the competitiveequilibriumon
the one hand, or to the "zero-intelligence"predictionson the other. But we
observe systematicdeviations of actual outcomes from BNE predictions.For
example, BNE predicts greater responsivenessof transaction prices to the
pricing rule and predicts higher efficiency than we observe in our laboratory
markets.
To better understandthe discrepanciesin marketoutcomes,we focused our
analysison buyers'bids and sellers' asks. For the most part, buyers and sellers
do not shade their offers away from actual values and costs as much as BNE
predicts, and they tend to offer below BNE predictions for the low (k = 0)
pricingrule and above BNE for the high (k = 1) pricingrule. Experienceon the
whole does not bring trader behaviorcloser to BNE predictions.Indeed, with
increasingexperience,traders tend to more fully reveal their true values and
costs, whetheror not greaterrevelationis consistentwith BNE.
We do not regardour results as a rejectionof the BNE theory.One rejectsa
theory only for some alternativeand, despite its weaknesses,the BNE theory
clearlydoes a betterjob of explainingour data than explicitalternativetheories
such as competitiveequilibrium.However,the resultsdo give us some important
clues that may lead to a deeper understandingof price formationin the SCM.
First,the BNE predictionsare most accuratein sessions in which inexperienced
tradersface robotsthat use the BNE bid and ask functions.The revealingrobots
sessions allow us to reject the hypothesisthat this arises simplyfrom subjects
mimickingthe robots' BNE strategies. Second, behavioralnoise is smallest at
intermediatevalue and cost realizations,where the expected payoff consequences are largest. Third, the main systematic effect of trader experience
seems to be a reductionin the extent to which tradersshade offers awayfrom
true values or costs (or more precisely,a reductionin the numberof traderswho
stronglyshade their offers).
These clues suggest to us that learningmodels may providea useful account
of the price formationprocess.The Nash robots treatmentwas chosen precisely
to aid learning,and indeed it producedbehaviorgenerallyclosest to BNE. It is
not obvious whether this is due to the stationary learning environmentor
because this treatment eliminates strategic uncertainty,and we believe robot
opponents are a useful tool to address this issue in future experiments.Although the learning analysis based on directionallearning theory is tentative
and preliminary,it suggestsa learningbias which may accountfor the fact that
experience did not quickly lead traders to BNE behavior,and instead led to
excessivevalue and cost revelation.In the BNE, tradersare fully rational and
balancethe marginalloss from the reducedprobabilityof transactingagainstthe
marginalgain conditionalon transacting.In contrast,rationalityis quite bounded
in the directionallearningapproach,and subjectsseem to respondmore to the
strong negative reinforcementof missing obviouslyprofitable(ex post) trading
opportunitiesthan to the more subtle signal of affecting the clearing price.
Following a period of adverse price impact, some traders do enter more
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aggressive offers, but other traders offer less aggressively,perhaps to avoid
''comingso close" to missinga profitabletrade.
We see several useful directions for follow-up work. The current random
values SCM environmentcan be used to look more deeply at the learning
process. One could employ treatmentsthat encourage subjects to focus more
directlyon the marginalimpact of offers on clearingprice in order to explore
the robustnessof the learningasymmetrywe detected. In terms of data analysis,
one could adaptformallearningmodelsto the presentenvironment.The models
should allow for heterogeneous behavior across traders since several of our
present resultssuggesta significantrole for heterogeneity.No definitivelearning
model yet is on the horizon, but some insight may be gained from existing
models in the cognitivepsychologyand recent economicsliterature.
There is also a lot of importantwork to be done with other marketinstitutions. The directionallearning approachcan be applied to trader behaviorin
most market institutions,and may provide further insights beyond those provided initiallyby Selten and Buchta in one-sided auctions.More generally,one
should compare price formation in the SCM to price formation in related
market institutions such as the multiple call market and the uniform price
double auction (McCabe et al. (1993), Friedman (1993)). The equilibrium theory

(not to mention the learning theory) is less developed for these other market
institutions,but empirical comparisonsmay yield stylized facts that will help
spur theoreticalprogress.
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICALDETAILS

Rustichini,Satterthwaite,and Williams(RSW)(1994 and 1990)and Satterthwaiteand Williams
(1989 and 1993)includea thoroughanalysisof BNE for the SCM.However,some of our hypotheses
involvebehavioroutside of BNE and some key BNE formulae,especiallyin RSW (1990), are not
easily accessible.The mathematicaldetails collectedbelow extend the RSW resultsin some minor
respects,but their main purposeis to make the presentpapermore self-contained.To reduce the
notationalburdenwe focus on the case of m = 4 buyersand m = 4 sellers whose values and costs
are i.i.d. drawsfrom a uniformdistributionon the interval[0,M]. In the text M = $4.99 but we
renormalizebelow to M = 1.
8) be the offers (bids and asks)of all traderssortedfromlowest (l) to highest(Q8).
Let (s
Recall that for k E [0, 1] the price in the k-SCM then is
(Al)

p = (1 - k)4

+kS5.

We begin by derivinga general expressionfor a buyer'sexpectedprofit O(b,
v) given a value
draw v and bid b; the formulasfor sellersare analogouswith 1 - k replacingk. Let f(s4, S5) be the
densityof the fourthand fifthlowestoffersby the 4 sellersand 3 otherbuyers{Sl, ... . S7}; Lemmas2
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and 3 below characterizef. Let 1e denote the indicatorfunction for event e, so le = 1 if e and
le= 0 if not e. Recall that the buyer'sprofitis 0 unless her bid equals or exceeds the price, i.e.,
unless e = [b 2 p]. Assumingthat f is a properdensity,e^coincideswith e = [b > S4] except on the
measure0 event [b = S41. The buyer'sprofitin event e is v - p. Hence we have established
H(b, v) = Ef

(A2)

-p)ltb>

S4--

I

f
S4=0

(V

-p) f(s4,

S5) ds5 ds4 -

S5=S4

In workingwith (A2) it will be useful to refer to severalcalculusfacts.
LEMMA 1: (a) Let g(x, y) be a continuousreal valuedfunction with continuoussecondpartial
derivativeg2 on the set [O5y5x<ool, and let G(x)= fog(x,y)dy. Then G'(x)=g(x,x)+
Jog2(x,

y)

dy.

(b) Let g(x) be continuouson (a, c) and let G(x) = faCmin{x,u}g(u)du. ThenG'(x) = fxcg(u)du.

(c)

[ (1 -x) dx = (n + 1) (1 - a)n+1
a

PROOF:Direct computationsfrom the definitionof the derivativeas limh , 0 h -1(G(x + h) G(x)) yield (a) and (b). Part (c) can be obtainedby direct calculationor by using the change of
Q.E.D.
variabley = 1 -x.

Now we characterizethe densityfunctionf of the key orderstatisticsS4, S5 of bids and asks.We
beginwith the full-revelation(or truth-telling)case.
LEMMA
2: Supposeeach sellerasks his truecost and each otherbuyerbidshertruevalue.Then
(A3)

f(34,55)

=cs3(1

5)2,

constant.For M = 1 we have c = 7!/(3!2!).
wherec is a normalizing
PROOF:
Here there are 7! equallylikelyorderingsof bids and asks,whosejoint densityis 1 on the
7-hypercube.Hence the joint density of order statistics S1, ... . S7 has density 7! on the set
[0?s1 5 52 5 5. <7 1]. Integratingout everythingbut S4 and S5, and using Lemma 1(c) for S6
and S7, we get

f(4 S

S4

f f =s3

1

1

,f

(1-s )2
s,~~~~~~~~.

= 7!
7!ds1ds2ds3ds6ds7
3.!

2

QE.D.

The generalcase is considerablymore complicated.Supposeeach seller (each other buyer)uses
the strictlyincreasing,continuous,and piecewise differentiableask function a =A(c) (resp., bid
function b = B(v)). Let a =A1 and 3= B'- be definedon the rangesof possiblebids and asks,
and let ei = (ki, 14i,15i) denote the event that exactlyki of {S1, S2, S3} are bids and that S4 is a bid
(14i = 1) or an ask (14i = 0), and that s5 is a bid (15i = 1) or an ask (15i = 0). Given the constraint
that ki is a nonnegativeintegerboundedaboveby 3 -14i - 1li since there are only 3 other buyers,

there are 11 such events i = 1. 11. The probabilitypi of each event ei can be determinedin
principlefrom the A and B functionsbut we have no simpleformula.
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case, letji = 3 - 14
LEMMA3: For thegeneralsymmetric

51 - ki be thenumberof bidsin {S6,57}l5i

Then
11

f(S4sO5) =

(A4)

EA
i=1

X a'(S5)1-

whereP

=

_ a(S5)]Yi[l _ p(s5)]2-jia'(s4)'114

ia(s4)3ki/3(S4)ki[l

15i ,3t(5

,t(S

)14i

)15i

7!pi/[(3 - ki)!ki!(2-ji)!ji!].

PROOF:Supposethe orderingof asks A and bids B happensto be, say, ABABABA.Then the
is Ya'(Sd)J'(S2)a'(S3)-a'(7)
times the density (7!) of the relevant
joint density of (Si...s7)
values vi = a(si) and costs ci = ,(si). Integratingout this densityas in Lemma2 we get

a(s5)][1 - (s5)]3'(s4)a'(s5).
f(s4,s5IABABABA)
=7!Ta(s4)2-3(s4)[1
The same expressionholds for everyother case in ei = (1, 1,0), e.g. AABBAAB.Note that pi times
(A5) coincideswith the integrandin (A4). But f(s4, 55) iS simplythe sum over the events ei of the
QE.D.
joint densityPi f(s4, s5Iej),whichis precisely(A4).
(A5)

opponentsis B(v) = [4/(4 + k)Iv.
1: A k-SCMbuyer'sbestresponseto truth-telling
PROPOSITON
PROOF:Plugging(Al) and (A3) into (A2) we get

(A6)

HI(b,v) = c

_

(jl

s4- =Os5

[v -(1-

k)s4 - k min(b, s5)]s4(1

- 55)2ds5}

ds4.

= S4

It is easy to see that H is smooth,decreasingat b = 1 and increasingat b = 0 for v E (0,1) so its
maximumin b for given v will occurat an interiorsolutionof the first-ordercondition0= 3H/ab.
Differentiating(A6) and using Lemma 1(a),(b), and (c), and the identity(1 - k)b + kb = b, we get
0=

C{ 11s4=b+

C b

{ } ds4= c(V-b)b3
db

3

-ck-

~~~~3

4

3

Cancellingthe positivecommonfactor cb3(1- b)3/3, the first-orderconditionreducesto 0 = v - b
- (kb/4) with solution b = [4/(4 + k)]v.

Q.E.D.

REMARK1.1: Note that b = 0.8v is optimal against truth-tellingopponents as well as BNE
opponentswhen k = 1. This strategicisomorphismmay seem at first puzzling,but it is present in
some other tradinginstitutions.For example,Selten and Buchta(1994) show that the bid function
b = [(N - 1)/N]v (whereN is the numberof buyers)is optimalfor riskneutralbuyersin one-sided,
first-priceindependentprivatevalue auctionsin the BNE as well as againstopponentsthat use any
linearbid functionwith slope greaterthan (N - 1)/N, includingof coursetruth-telling.

2: A k-SCMbuyerwith value v facing the marginalbid/ask densityf(s4, S5) will
PROPOSITION
condition
optimallychoosea bid b satisfyingthefirst-order
(A7)

(v

-

b)f1
s5=b

f(b, S5) ds5= kfb

f1

s4=O s5=b

f(s4,

S5) ds4ds5
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PROOF: As in the previousproof,we findthat the optimalbid will satisfythe first-ordercondition
obtainedby plugging(Al) (but now not (A3)) into (A2) and differentiating.We get

v -(1- k)s4 - kbf(s4 sO)ds)5

0= f( [f
=

S5 S4

Iv
fb

I

S4=0

ab s5=b

-

s4= b

(1 - k)S4 - k min (b, SO)fS4, 9SO)dS4dS5'

Equation(A7) followsimmediatelyon simplifying,using the identity(1 - k)b + kb = b and Lemma
Q.E.D.
l(a) and(b).
2: Optimalbidsarefully revealingwhenk = 0.
COROLLARY
PROOF:Obviousfrom (A7).

3: Supposef(s4,95) = g(s4)h(s5) for somefunctionsf andg on the triangle0 < S4 < S5,
COROLLARY
functionassociatedwiththemarginaldensityg. Thentheoptimal
andlet G be thecumulativedistribution
bidsatisfies
(A8)

(v

-

b)g(b) = kG(b).

is increasingin k, ceterisparibusin g. Indeed, it is
Consequently,the degreeof underrevelation
to k if the Millsratiog/G is constant.
proportional
PROOF:(A8)followsfrompluggingf = gh into (A7) and cancelingthe commonfactorfb'h(s5)ds5.

Q.E.D.
2.1: An interpretationof Corollary3 is that a bidder'ssubjectivebeliefs about others'
REMARK
separable.In
behavior,summarizedin f(s4, S5), maybe insensitiveto k and may be approximately
this case an expected-profitmaximizingbuyerwill obey Hypothesis1.
REMARK2.2: Corollary3, and more generallyequation (A7), show that bids are not generally
strategiccomplements(or substitutes).For fixed k > 0, the degree of underrevelationby other
tradersaffectsthe best responseonlyvia the Millsratio in the separablecase, or more generallyvia
the ratio of the integralsin (A7).
REMARK2.3: The decision problemfor sellers is symmetricwith 1 - k replacingk and M -x
replacingx. Hence we obtain analogousresultsfor sellers'profitfunctionsand ask functions.The
parameterM > 0 (the upperboundon values and costs) affectsthe constantc but it cancelsout in
the propositionsand corollaries.
BEsTRESPONSES
OF THE EMPIRICAL
APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION

Estimationof the EmpiricalBest Responses(EBR) proceededin three steps:(1) fit the empirical
distributionsof bids and asks;(2) draw10,000sets of seven "other"bids and asksfromthis empirical
distribution;and (3) calculatethe best responseto this simulateddistributionof rival offers. We
carriedout this procedureseparatelyfor each laboratorysession.
Step1: FittingtheEmpiricalDistibutionof BidsandAsks
Each inexperiencedsession generatedapproximately120 bids and 120 asks (e.g., 4 buyersfor 30
periods),and each experiencedsession generatedapproximately160 bids and 160 asks. We first
assembledthe bids and asks for each session separatelyinto empiricalcumulativedistribution
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functions.We then approximatedthese empiricaldistributionfunctionswith a fourth-orderpolynomialto permitan efficientsimulationof rivaloffersin Step 2. Onlya minimalamountof information
was lost in this approximation,since it accountsfor over 99 percent of the variationin the exact
empiricaldistributionfor all sessions.

Step2: Drawing10,000RivalOfferSetsper Session
Again separatelyfor each session, we used the empiricaldistributionfunctionsfrom Step 1 to
draw 10,000 sets of offers for the seven other traders.For buyerswe drew 3 other buyer bids
independentlyfromthe empiricaldistributionof bids, and drew4 seller asksindependentlyfromthe
empiricaldistributionof asks.We rankedthese 7 offers and retainedthe fourthand fifth lowest(S4
and s5 in the notationof AppendixA) becauseonly those two are necessaryto calculatethe profit
from an arbitrarybuyerbid. For sellerswe independentlydrew4 buyerbids and 3 other seller asks
fromthe appropriateempiricaldistributions,and retainedthe thirdandfourthlowest(S3 and S4) for
calculatingthe profitfrom any seller ask in Step 3.

BestResponses
Step3: Calculating
1 percent
We calculatedthe profit for each of 31 possible offers (0 percent underrevelation,
... ,30 percent underrevelation)for a discrete set of value and cost draws
underrevelation,
($0.00,$0.20,..., $4.80)for each of the 10,000sets of other offersthatwere calculatedin Steps 1 and
2 basedon the empiricaloffer distributions.We then used the mean profitfor each underrevelation
level (overthe 10,000draws)as an estimateof the expectedprofitof each underrevelationlevel, and
the underrevelationlevel with the highest expected profit is our estimate of the empiricalbest
responsefor that value or cost draw.

ResultsSummary
Ourempiricalcomparisonwiththe actualoffersfocuseson the rangeof valuesandcostswith the
highestexpectedlossesfromsuboptimalbidding(i.e.,valuesin [$2.00,$3.50]andcostsin [$1.50,$3.00];
see AppendixA). FigureB-1 presentsan exampleof the resultsfor buyersin this range.Resultsare
symmetricfor sellers and supportthree main conclusions.First,the EBR requiresmore value and
cost revelationthan the BNE prediction,with the bias towardgreaterrevelationhighestwhen the
BNE predicts the least revelation(i.e., k = 1 for buyers). Second,-the BNE comparativestatic
predictionfor the pricing rule k (Hypotheses1 and 2) holds for the EBR, but with a smaller
predicteddifferencewith the change in k. Third,the deviationof the EBR from the BNE is the
lowest for the Nash experiencedcondition. This final result is expected because, as shown in
Proposition1 of AppendixA, best responsesto truthtellingoffers are almostidenticalto the BNE
predictionsin the variousk treatments,and traders'offerswere closest to truth-tellingin the Nash
experiencedcondition.
The comparisonto the actual offers requiresan estimate of the EBR for all values and costs,
ratherthan only the 20-cent incrementsfor which we explicitlycalculatedan EBR. To fill in the
EBR estimatefor all valuesand costs we estimatedlinearequationsbasedon the pointsgraphedin
FigureB-1. These equationsfit with an R-squaredtypicallyabove99 percent.
Table VB in the text indicatesthat the median deviationsof actual offers from the EBR are
typicallysmallerthan the mediandeviationsfromthe BNE, but also usuallydiffersignificantlyfrom
the EBR. Table B-I presents a classificationof individualsubjects'offers relativeto the EBR to
determineif the bias relative to the EBR observedin the aggregateis based on a small set of
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TABLE B-I
NUMBER OF SUBJECrSWHO OVERREVEALEDAND UNDERREVEALEDRELATIVE
TO THE EMPIRICALBEST RESPONSE(EBR)
(1)
k = I bids&
k = 0 asks

BNE underrevelation ratio
EBR underrevelation ratio
(average of separate estimates for each session)
Experience
Condition

(2)
k = 0.5 bids &
k = 0.5 asks

(3)
k = 0 bids &
k = l asks

0.2

0.094

0

0.134

0.082

0

Median Difference Between
the Actual Offer and EBR
Offer Indicates:

Inexperienced
(32 subjects)

Overrevelation
Underrevelation

22
10

17
15

3
29

Experienced
(16 subjects)

Overrevelation
Underrevelation

12
4

9
7

0
16

Nash Robots
(16 or 29 subjects)

Overrevelation
Underrevelation

25
4

10
6

4
25

Nash Experienced
(16 subjects)

Overrevelation
Underrevelation

16
0

14
2

1
15

Notes: Overrevelationand underrevelationclassificationis based on the median paired difference between the actual
offers and the EBR offers for the identical value and cost draws.This calculation is based on the value and cost drawswith
the greatest expected losses from suboptimaloffers: values in [$2.00,$3.50],and costs in [$1.50,$3.00].

irrational traders, or is a widespread phenomenon.21 The pattern of deviations is relatively consistent across subjects, and is consistent with the conclusions drawn in the text. Overrevelation relative
to the EBR was most common when the BNE implies the most underrevelation (column 1). A
binomial test rejects the hypothesis that over and underrevelation are equally likely for each dataset
in this column (although only at the ten percent significance level in the experienced treatment).
Overrevelation relative to the EBR is less common when k = 0.5 (column 2), but is still more
common than underrevelation relative to the EBR in all experience conditions. However, a binomial
test rejects the hypothesis that over and underrevelation are equally likely only in the Nash
experienced condition shown in the lowest row of the table. Finally, subjects nearly always
underreveal compared to the dominant strategy full revelation case (column 3), as they rarely
submitted bids above value or asks below cost. Here the binomial test always rejects the hypothesis
that over and underrevelation are equally likely.
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